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Practitioners

• Policymakers
  • Legislators, ministers, judges, interest groups

• Career government administrators
  • Procurement officers; Civil service commission

• Private Sector
  • Compliance and AML personnel
Knowledge By Academic Discipline

• Economics/Quantitative Social Science
• Political Science/Public Administration
• Law
Economics/Quantitative Social Science

• Rational choice
• Principal agent
• Collective Action
• Equilibria
• Monitoring and Evaluation
Political Science/Public Administration

- Definition
- Measurement
- Bureaucracy -- civil service/SOE
- Institutional/Policy Change
- International Relations
- Election Funding
Law

• Rule of law
• Law in Action
• Collusion
• Criminal Justice
• Rules v. Standards
Sources


• Bibliography on Corruption and Anti-Corruption: s http://www.law.harvard.edu/faculty/mstephenson/

• Global Anticorruption Blog